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testing in terms calm, deprecatory, soothing, conciliating,
humble, and even base, and now she has taken to hoping^
but all in vain. She sometimes uses strong language, and
speaks as she ought to act. This too is in vain, and what
marvel1? As if all this, or aught short of absolute neces-
sity, would induce an interested and irresponsible major-
ity to give up their usurious percentage on a debatable
point. We give the proverbially selfish Eastern man
credit for prodigious fatuity in supposing he will give up
his hold to any thing short of superior interest, and truly,
to be candid, that the South would do quite as much, were
positions changed, may be drawn into some question. You
appear to ridicule the idea that a Country can't buy unless
it sells, and you mention our Trade with China as an
instance to the contrary, inquiring "what we send thither
for sale?" This is a matter of necessity, there is no com-
petition, no choice. If we could obtain Tea from South
America, as good and cheap, or even inferior, in exchange
for our products, how long do you think the Trade with
China would last1? Or do you think we would forego the
freight and profits upon an outward Cargo of Rice, Cot-
ton, Tobacco, or manufactured articles, and carry Dollars
and Eagles to our Sister Continent upon which no
increase would accrue in this shape in order to bring back
Tea, if it grew there, contented with the single accumula-
tion upon the return Cargo1? Money, or gold and silver
are "articles of commerce" only by halves—valuable not
by what they sell for, but from what they purchase.
Intrinsically they are of less value than many other
metals—their only value of utility being but partially
reproductive; they may be made up into plate, jewelry,
and ornaments, but there their consequence terminates.
If the English cannot bring their manufactures to this

